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theme
You cannot step twice into the same river.  
—Heraclitus, Greek philosopher 

Landscape design is a spatial design discipline which is close to nature. Landscape is typically a 
composition of natural elements—land, water and vegetation—through which an artist or a designer 
conceptualizes and finally realizes a creative endeavour. Visualized to fulfil various aesthetic and 
functional uses, they provide a framework to a site within which the designer works. Having the natural 
attributes of a living medium, landscapes are born {or, conceptualized}, they grow, and they decay to be 
reborn again, following the processes of nature, its rhythms and different moods throughout the year. 
In the order of nature, they are true reflection of time, changing with each season as well as over the 
years, decades, and centuries, with a unique, dynamic and real quality which is ever changing and never 
permanent. Observing the journey of water in rivers, the changing water level in reservoirs, the growth 
of plants and trees, and evolution and disintegration of rock, earth, and sand over the years is evidence 
that impermanence is an integral part of the aesthetic experience of a landscape. Landscapes should 
be viewed with a deep understanding of their temporal dimension which makes the art of landscape 
design relate to the larger reality of the world that everything in the Universe, governed by the laws of 
thermodynamics, is in transition.

“Landscape: Change is the only constant” is an attempt to provoke and encourage students to explore and 
expand the idea of the ‘impermanence’ in our landscapes. It is an attempt to trigger their thoughts to look 
at landscapes through the lens of temporality, recognizing their inherent relation with natural processes, 
hence time, which is always in a transient mode.

Key words: sense of time, transition, permanence, evergreen, instant, ready-made, fast-growing, 
contextual, regional 
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Iftikhar Mulk Chishti 
Architect & Designer, New Delhi 

Saurabh Popli 
Landscape Architect, Bhopal

Freddie Ribeiro 
Landscape Architect, New Delhi

awards
First Prize   `50,000

Second Prize   `30,000

Third Prize   `15,000

Shriya Anand Award `21,000

who can participate 
The competition is open to all students of spatial design disciplines 
{Architecture, Landscape, Urban Design, Planning, Conservation etc.}, 
Design and Art studying in Undergraduate or Post-Graduate full time 
degree / diploma courses. 

submission guidelines
Detailed Submission Format and Registration Form {to be submitted 
along with the submissions} to be downloaded from the website.

registration {mandatory}

Indian Entrants 

`1000 {Indian Rupees One Thousand Only}

Entrants from Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, 
Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri Lanka
`3000 {Indian Rupees Three Thousand Only} or equivalent amount

The fee is to be deposited at the time of the submission of the entry. 
The registration fee is non-refundable and non-transferable.

Complete details of the Competition, Participation & Submission 

Guidelines and Payment Details are available on: 

www.landscapefoundation.in

www.landscapefoundation.in

timelines
10 October, 2016
Submission Deadline
Last date for the Registation Fees and Entries 
to reach the Foundation Office in New Delhi

19 October, 2016
Jury Meet 
Jury Session and Declaration of Results

20-21 October, 2016
Exhibition of all entries
Planning Block, School of Planning and Architecture,
New Delhi

Plus upto FOUR Jury Special Mention Certificates.
The winning entries shall be featured in LA, Journal 
of Landscape Architecture

Shriya Anand, landscape architect based in New Delhi passed away in a 
tragic road accident on 30th December 2007. Since then, an award has been 
constituted in her memory by her family.

“Landscape: Change is the only constant” is an attempt to 
provoke and encourage students to explore and expand 
the idea of the ‘impermanence’ in our landscapes. It is an 
attempt to trigger their thoughts to look at landscapes 
through the lens of temporality, recognizing their 
inherent relation with natural processes, hence time, 
which is always in a transient mode.

JURY

Iftikhr Mulk Chishti
Architect & Designer

Saurabh Popli
Landscape Architect

Freddie Ribeiro
Architect
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Depth of the Matter
Kshitij Chawda & Amol Pogare

The minimalistic design addresses the theme strongly in various 
ways -in levels, in play of the light and shade throughout the 
day, play of seasons and water adding an element of dynamism 
to the whole composition. 

“Change is the only constant”—the observer can experience this statement 
physically and psychologically in life that is comparable to a river. River 

is a progressive movement, a successive series of different moments, joining to-
gether to give the impression of one continuous flow. It moves from cause to 
cause, effect to effect, one point to another, one state of existence to another, 
giving an outward impression that it is one continuous and unified movement, 
where as a reality it’s not. The river of yesterday is not the same river as the river 
of today. The river of this movement is not going to be the same as the river of 
the next movement. So does life. It changes continuously, becomes something or 
the other from moment to moment.

Here, change and impermanence are being depicted through a sculpture of the 
butterfly and caterpillar at the center, represents the transformation. This sculp-
ture is placed on an igneous stone pillar which helps observer to see the change 
in the water level of the pond; the changing water level of the pond that occurs 
on account of the water brought into the pond by the waves of the sea through an 
underground tunnel; and, the pond has been surrounded by trees changing with 
each seasons as well as the year. The vertical planes and stones that cast shadows 
which change position with the sun.

JURY COMMENTS

It is remarkable for its 
novelty and experiential 
quality. Created spaces are 
direct, palpable, simple 
and with a legible form. 
Proposed program of space 
generates and promotes 
activities. solution relies 
on minimalist approach 
with subtle interventions 
creating innovative quality 
of spaces that are perceivable 
in the assemblage. The 
theme “change” is addressed 
in a variety of ways: in 
experiences, in foliage of trees 
as seasonality, in the shadows 
in paved courtyard reflecting 
passage of time from day to 
night, in tides as water rises 
and recedes and in patterns of 
activities.

Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) is a massive city-modernization scheme launched by the Government of India in 2005. It aims at create ‘economically productive, efficient, equitable and responsive cities’ by a strategy of upgrading the social and economic infrastructure in cities, provision of Basic Services to Urban Poor and wide-ranging urban sector reforms.
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The Great Banyan Tree 
at Kolkata
sujit Vasant Jadhav

Exploration of a variety of nature friendly ideas (art 
installations and design interventions) in context of a unique 
live site with an ecosystem of its own and a strong sense of 
time opens new areas of imagination. 

By its sheer presence, the banyan tree constitutes a particular place. The 
place was not there before the tree, but came into being with it. The banyan 

tree by its present form embodies the entire history of its development from the 
moment it first took root. The banyan tree combines an entire hierarchy of tem-
poral rhythms, ranging from the long cycle of its own germination, growth and 
eventual decay to the short annual cycle of its flowering, fruiting and foliation. 
At one extreme, the solid trunk represents that it presides immobile over the 
passage of human generations; at other the frondescent shoots resonates the life 
cycles of insects, seasonal migrations of birds. 

Banyan tree bridges the gap between the apparently fixed and invariant forms 
of the landscape and the mobile and transient forms of animal life, visible proof 
of these forms. From the most permanent to most ephemeral are dynamically 
linked under the transformation. Banyan tree appears as veritable monuments 
to the passage of time symbolizing eternal life due to its seemingly unending 
expansion. The metaphor of its growth is beautifully put up by Rabindranath 
Tagore saying, “To study a banyan tree you not only must know its main stem 
in its own soil but also must trace the growth of its greatness in the further soil 
for then alone you can know the true nature of its vitality”. Change is constant 
theme fits best on banyan tree through its sprawl across the ground along with 
unparalleled complexity.

JURY COMMENTS

A well-known site is 
addressed by the entrant 
in a highly creative, visual, 
experiential and evocative 
way. Light installation 
makes the space polycentric 
and immersive. This multi-
sensory approach adopted 
was well received by the 
jury.

2
During 2005-2007, Survey of India released special Open Series Maps (OSM) which are prepared on 1:250,000,  1:50,000 and 1:25,000 scales for the use of general public/ civilians for supporting development activities in the country. 
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The Landscape Shuttle
Vrinda Tapadia & Eesha Ithadi

While acknowledging the new ways of urbanization where 
the urban forms go vertical, the bold proposal brings in the 
idea of nature to the very core of a multi-storey built up form, 
conceptualized as interchangeable and at times removable 
modules in the form of a shuttle (noun), hence challenging the 
traditionalist approach of living with nature.

With the growing urbanization the cities are becoming a labyrinth of spaces 
leading to congestion. Thereby the problem of scarcity of land has dawned 

upon us making it impossible to have spaces for recreation considering the facts 
(literally) that our planet is going to get overstressed by 2030 (Kondratieff The-
ory) and there will be high demand for relaxation spaces. Now, if we have build-
ings turning into skyscrapers then there is a need to have vertical landscaping 
too as the color green has become a part and parcel of our lives and so have the 
green spaces. These spaces are like an exit to the present day’s chaos in the cities.

The idea is carried to a height and is taken vertical. Our choice of shape (the 
truncated pyramid) for the module embraces the lack of resource. Secondly, the 
verticality brings about dynamism in terms of views cape, changing levels, ex-
perience and so on. Also, with the intentional modularity of design come the 
advantages of flexibility, instant production and fast multiplication of the design.

So, in an attempt to revive the peace of mind for the people, we further went on 
to make use of the biophilic theory (smell, sound, touch, vision) in order to reju-
venate the human senses, bring pleasure and establish an equilibrium with the 
environment . The concept is to escape up above as the sky remains quite even 
when there is chaos beneath.

JURY COMMENTS

A very optimistic and 
futuristic approach towards 
landscape. With a confident 
stance towards future, the 
designer is positioned as a 
solution giver, transcending 
the technological and the 
world of artefacts. The depth 
of the solution, clarity, 
applicability and extension 
of space to a third dimension 
make this entry a unique one.

3
Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, recognizes the rights of forest-dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers over the forest areas inhabited by them and provides a framework for according the same.
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SHRIyA
ANAND
AWARD

People as Landscape
soham Ghag, Nikhil Kalambe & Harsh Karani 

An established theory is re-imagined and presented in a 
creative way which demonstrates that the permutation and 
combination of various factors of a design brief - space, time, 
people and elements result in various interesting landscape 
spaces that are flexible and contextually neutral.

The term ‘landscape’ denotes an environment that has been modified, culti-
vated, enhanced, or exploited through human activity. Then can we imagine 

humans as a part of landscape? Why not?

Humans tend to react or behave even to the small changes around them. They 
might react to it intentionally or unintentionally but, it certainly causes a devia-
tion in the way they perceive an environment or a space. This change in pattern 
of reaction or behavior can a play a significant role in suggesting a changing 
landscape. 

The tampering of the normal space through introduction of simple basic ele-
ments that, the people are forced to interact or react causes a change in behav-
ioral landscape of a space. This behavioral landscape will keep on changing as 
long as there is a flow of people in the particular space. Hence, stating that if 
considered the people who are interacting with the landscape as the part of land-
scape, we can say that people are the sculptures of landscape. Thus, suggesting a 
constant change not only in the static planned ‘landscape’, but in the ‘behavioral 
landscape’ of the people. Breaking down the elements of landscape—for exam-
ple a tree—into much simpler objects from the point of view of interaction, we 
achieve more pure forms or elements such as a cylinder or a floating disc, etc. We 
arrive on much simpler elements of the behavioral landscape, which are present 
in a more modified form in the static common landscape. The use of these pure 
elements in any space are bound to introduce a constantly changing behavioral 
landscape.

JURY COMMENTS

An active space is created 
incorporating simple 
elements in a very playful 
and imaginative way with 
emphasis on the persons 
and formation of temporary 
landscape. One can change 
landscape as setting and 
landscape by activity is a 
powerful idea that has been 
explained well.

Developed in 2007, GRIHA is a rating system that evaluates the environmental performance of a building holistically over its entire life cycle, thereby providing a definitive standard for what constitutes a ‘green building’. The rating system, based on accepted energy and environmental principles seeks to strike a balance between the established practices and emerging concepts, both national and international. 
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Perpetual Wastescapes
Anita sarma & Levin samuel

A simple and direct idea provokes the minds of the users of a 
crowded urban commercial space in an evocative way to show 
concern to one of the most crucial urban issues of the country – 
garbage generation and disposal. 

The Anthropocene — the geological age in which humans are the biggest 
contributors to modifying climate and environment. A major factor in the 

impermanence of landscape is man. His activities, conducted in the purview of 
‘economic gain’ and ‘social development’ has always been counter-productive to 
the habitat he lives in and its atmosphere. Ecosystems have been wiped out by 
anthropogenic activity since the advent of agriculture. Forests were cleared for 
crop, timber and settlements; terrain altered for communication and city devel-
opment; natural hydrology disrupted for construction of dams and even politics.

The industrial revolution marked the beginning of mass production. Though it 
led to far lesser cost, it directly led to generation of large quantities of pollution 
and waste. This waste was in the form of products with lowered life spans, re-
jected produce, packaging, transportation etc.

The wastes in our urban cities are filled with hazardous components. They harm 
the health of an individual and poison the air and water bodies in the area. Unlike 
elements of a natural landscape which decay and return into the life cycle, urban 
waste tends to remain intact for a long period of time. To bring awareness about 
the gravity of this situation, the same garbage which is blatantly strewn about, is 
made to amorphously pile at a prominent focus of a large urban plaza. As the pile 
grows higher, a synthetic resin is poured over it at various stages of its growth, 
solidifying it into a sculptural mass. This growing, imposing mass is put across as 
a warning message to the masses about the dangers of their own actions.

JURY COMMENTS

The intervention has been 
conceived in one of the 
busiest urban spaces of the 
city in a highly original 
manner. It is a provocative 
and innovative way of 
addressing a public space. It 
positions landscape designer 
as having a role in the 
society. It marks landscape 
design as a political act, 
bringing in elements 
of political satire and 
citizenship in urban realm.

SPECIAL
MENTIoN

CERTIFICATE

With a view to improve circulation in the city, and enhance the public space experience and better co-ordination for improved traffic management in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, the Unified Traffic and Transportation Infrastructure (Planning & Engineering) UTTIPEC was set up by Delhi Development Authority in 2008. 
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Placeness
Ninad Bothara, Hitesh Panjwani & Ravi satarkar

A poetic way of addressing the idea of change in a 
philosophical manner, linking it with the stages of the life 
cycle of a living form.

DEVELOPmENT OF sELF

Human strives for growth through the journey of impermanence to permanence. 
When examining the environment around us, we notice that impermanence 
(evolution) is the only constant. The evolution of the seasons makes the nature 
dynamic and enjoyable. The evolution of small seed into huge tree with its varied 
phases in between gives it a “meaning”. This meaning with the time converts it 
into memory of association. This phenomenology of nature gives a direction to 
create a shelter we inhabit, creating memory of past, present and future.

PARADOX OF CHANGE

A man’s foot print arrogantly shouts... 
“O’ changing water be like me and the mountain. 
Be strong and permanent in uncertainty of moment...
Shifting your edge, we conquer your terrain,
Make us visible to see your changing nature...” 

River whispers politely in man’s egoistic ear...
“Changing is my nature in an evolving time... 
Dissolving and giving make my character live... 
Time will count you if you search within...
Constant is change and change is constant...
Listen to nature to find peace within...”

JURY COMMENTS

schematically strong, 
the entry has a very 
interesting premise. It has 
synthetic understanding 
and embodied meaning 
capturing transience and 
change in an evocative 
manner.

SPECIAL
MENTIoN

CERTIFICATE

Guidelines of Landscaping and Tree plantation (Roads) were revised and republished in 2009. It provides comprehensive guidelines on both the hard and soft landscaping of roads with respect to physiographical, environmental, climatic and operational factors.
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SPECIAL
MENTIoN

CERTIFICATE

Reclaimed by Nature
C Kathyaini & Ganesh Katwe

Addressing a strong concern towards the degrading nature of our 
planet in the hands of man, the radical proposal envisions nature as a 
prime force to take over the affairs of our cities, while making a strong 
pitch of going back to ancient era, before human civilization, when it 
was all supreme.

“For a successful technology, reality must take precedence over public relations, 
for nature cannot be fooled.”
— Richard Feyman

Once upon a time, the earth was said to have been just green and blue – the 
green being the extensive dense forests that covered the land and the blue being 
the vast oceans. There was a time when dinosaurs roamed this planet and there 
was a time before that when there were just a few single celled organisms. Then, 
there is us, much more evolved than any other creature that ever existed on 
this planet. In the early days, man lived in the forests with nature, respecting it 
and living by it. However, with time, man learnt how to grow his own crops and 
mass produce them and started clearing out forests for his own selfish needs. 
His attitude towards nature changed. Though our marvellous inventions and 
improvements in technology have only grown over time, so has the degrada-
tion of the planet. Like no creature before us, we have sought to master nature, 
instead of harmonizing with it. Through deforestation, pollution and countless 
other unforgivable activities, we have taken nature for granted. Change is the 
only constant.

What if nature did the same to us? What if nature became aggressive and took 
over what we have created, reclaiming all that it has lost, changing what we cre-
ated to what it was. Would we be able to withstand the change? Would we adapt 
to it? As one infinitesimally small part of the tapestry that is nature, is it not time 
to look at the larger whole?

JURY COMMENTS

It demonstrates interesting 
vision of de-growth in 
post human landscape, 
which jury felt was very 
compelling. more detailing 
of these elements could 
have made the entry more 
interesting.

Documenting Historic Gardens, An Inventory, an INTACH publication was released in 2009 with the objective of working out a format based on various national and international guidelines to explore, list, study and document a historic garden. It looks at these gardens as knowledge systems containing valuable lessons for contemporary design to learn from.  
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